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Company Profile
1990

1995

The thirty years of experience in the
precision electromechanic construction field
culminates with the origin of AFM, based on
combining reliability and innovation.

AFM concentrates and strengthens his know-how, by
relating his ability and adequacy to referenced aeronautical
companies. Also working in the contiguous and even more
selective segment of the aerospace industries.

AFM

Specialization

1990/1995

1996

AFM develops his skills and activities,
in the aeronautic and technical lighting
fields, in virtue of an extreme strong and
technological and organizational flexibility.

The activity obtains more credits by the specific
industry certifications and UNI EN ISO 9001.

Starting

Certifications

1998/2000
Juwel Kraft

AFM addresses his consolidated technical and organizational know-how also to the home automation field.
The care and diligence proposed in its development convey in a specific reality: the Juwel Kraft Automation Ltd.
The brand is soon appreciated and gains visibility for its design, manufacturing and marketing of tubular motors
for rolling shutters and awnings, as well for the preparation of the electronic control systems.

2000/2009

2009/2013

AFM consolidates operativity in the
Aerospace industry, through the
specific high precision machine tools
with high potentials, aimed to obtain
particular and rigorous standards of
quality and performance in dimensional
tolerances imposed.

The innate versatility and results obtained lead AFM
to differentiate the offer in the automation field: the
automation division specializes in designing, testing
and final production commissioning of the central motor
for rolling shutters. The Diamant series rises.

Consolidation

Automatism division

Improvements, refinement and mechanics elaborations
and testing of a specific electronic control, place it up
as the most satisfying and complete on the market.
At the same time, a series of partnerships is activated
aimed to complete the range that includes motors for
sliding gates, however maintaining the combination of
his own electronics.

Today

The qualified operativity of AFM is included into OverGroup, where different companies and specializations
converge in order to optimize its development in highly competitive and selective sectors. It results the availability
of a reliable partner, with a versatile offer and production, in virtue of a craftsman disposition but with an extremely
strong global vocation.

Rolling shutters
Diamant

For balanced rolling shutters with Ø60mm tube
Description

Comfortable

Easy

Central gearmotor for balanced
rolling shutter.

Hookging system that allows
the fixing to the tube while
proceeding with the installation
and regulation.

Mechanical regulation of the limit
switch for opening and closing
positions of the rolling shutters.

With and without electrobrake
models, of 130Kg, 160Kg and
180Kg capacity, for Ø60mm tube
and Ø200mm crown.
Adapters for Ø48mm (included)
and Ø42mm (optional) tubes and
Ø220mm crown (included).

Mechanical limit switch with screw
regulation for opening and closing
positions.
Terminal
for direct wiring

Die-cast aluminium
structure

Direct electronic connections
without removing the cover of the
limit switch.

Technical
characteristics

MC400130

MC400130EF

MC600160

MC600160EF

MC630180

MC630180EF

MC580160

MC580160EF

Electrical data
Supply

230V/50Hz

230V/50Hz

230V/50Hz

Consuption

2.0A

2.6A

2.8A

4.5A

Power

400W

600W

630W

580W

Capacitor

14μF

16μF

18μF

50μF

F

F

F

F

10

10

10

11

135Nm

155Nm

175Nm

170Nm

4min

4min

4min

4min

130Kg

160Kg

180Kg

160Kg

Insulation class

115V/60Hz

Performance data
RPM
Torque
Operation time
Lifting (*)
Generic data
Tube (**)

60mm

60mm

60mm

60mm

Crown (**)

200mm

200mm

200mm

200mm

Index protection
Operation temperature

IP20

IP20

IP20

IP20

-20÷50°C

-20÷50°C

-20÷50°C

-20÷50°C

Protection temperature
Weight

140°C
7.0Kg

140°C
7.8Kg

7.3Kg

140°C
8.1Kg

7.5Kg

140°C
8.3Kg

7.3Kg

8.1Kg

(*) Calculated on Ø200mm crown. (**) Ø42mm and Ø48mm with adapters; Ø220mm with adapter.

350

Ø200

60

Ø60

Accessories

Adapter for Ø220mm crown
cod. 73602.

Adapters for Ø42mm cod. JK4260
and Ø48mm cod. JK4860 tubes.

Electrobrake with unblocking
device
cod. JK1106 for models 220V
and cod. JK1107 for models 115V.
Standard and assembled to EF
gearmotor models.

Rolling shutters
Diamant

For balanced rolling shutters with Ø101mm tube
Description

Comfortable

Easy

Central gearmotor for balanced
rolling shutter.

Hookging system that allows
the fixing to the tube while
proceeding with the installation
and regulation.

Mechanical regulation of the limit
switch for opening and closing
positions of the rolling shutters.

With and without electrobrake
models, of 180Kg and 360Kg
capacity for Ø101mm tube and
Ø240mm crown.

Direct electronic connections
without removing the cover of the
limit switch.

Adapters for Ø76mm tube
(included) and Ø280mm crown
(included).

Terminal for direct wiring

Mechanical limit switch
with screw regulation
for opening and closing
positions

Die-cast aluminium
structure

Technical characteristics

MC700180

MC700180EF

MC900320

MC900320EF

Electrical data
Supply

230V/50-60Hz

230V/50-60Hz

Consuption

2.8A

5.6A

Power

600W

1200W

Capacitor

20μF

20μF

F

F

Insulation class
Datos operativos
RPM
Torque

8

8

210Nm

Operation time
Lifting (*)

200Nm

450Nm

440Nm

4min

4min

190Kg

400Kg

Generic data
Tube (**)

101mm

101mm

Crown (**)

240mm

240mm

IP20

IP20

Operation temperature

-20÷50°C

-20÷50°C

Protection temperature

140°C

Index protection

Weight

140°C

9.0Kg

9.5Kg

17.0Kg

17.5Kg

(*) Calculated on Ø240mm crown. (**) Ø76mm with adapters; Ø280mm with adapters.

80
17

348

Ø240

Ø101

Accessories

Adapters for Ø280mm crown
cod. JK7928.

Adapters for Ø76mm tube
cod. JK7727.

Electrobrake with unblocking
device cod. JK7512.
Standard and assembled
to EF gearmotor.

Sliding gates
Saxo

For sliding gates up to 800Kg

Characteristics
Irreversible motor with permanent lubrication,
mechanical limit switch and unblocking key
system.

Protection
carter IP44

Easy
Complete with metal plate for fixing.
Possibility to insert the electronic control
panel with radio receiver SATURNO G.
Reliable
Electric motor mounted on ball bearings.
The aluminium die-casted structure
guarantees lightness and maximum
resistance to the atmospher agents.
External box to preserve electronic and
mechanical components from bumps and
bad weather.

Technical
characteristics

SA600220

SA600440

220V/50Hz

230V/50Hz

1.2A

2.0A

Power absorbed

280W

330W

Capacitor

12.5μF

10μF

10m/min

12m/min

300N

400N

150

150

600Kg

800Kg

IP44

IP44

Operation
temperature

-20÷55°C

-20÷55°C

Dimensions

230x267x210mm

247x280x197mm

9.0Kg

9.0Kg

Base in die-cast
aluminium

Electrical data
Supply
Consuption

Performance data
Progress
Power
Daily working
cycles
Load
Generic data
Index protection

Weight

Accessories
NYLON RACK
M4 nylon rack with steel bar for sliding gates
up to 800Kg maximum weight.
1m modules (cod. M4NY10) complete of
accessories.

Vulk

For sliding gates up to 1600Kg

Protection
carter IP44

Characteristics
Irreversible motor in complete oil bath with
mechanical limit switch and unblocking key
system.
Easy
Complete with metal plate for fixing.
Possibility to insert the electronic control
panel with radio receiver SATURNO G.

Oil level
warning

Oil level checking through oil indicator.
Reliable
Electric motor mounted on ball bearings.
The aluminium die-casted structure
guarantees lightness and maximum
resistance to the atmospher agents.
External box to preserve electronic and
mechanical components from bumps and
bad weather.

Base in die-cast
aluminium

Technical
characteristics

VU1000220

VU1600220

230V/50Hz

230V/50Hz

1.7A

1.8A

Power absorbed

330W

360W

Capacitor

16μF

16μF

Electrical data
Supply
Consuption

Performance data

Accessories

Progress

10m/min

10m/min

Power

900N

1050N

Daily working cycles

1000

1000

1000Kg

1600Kg

Load

METAL RACK

Generic data

M4 galvanized steel rack 30x12mm.

Index protection

1m modules (cod. M4ME10) complete
of accessories and spacers.

IP44

IP44

Operation
temperature

-20÷55°C

-20÷55°C

Dimensions

310x150x265
mm

310x150x265
mm

13.0Kg

13.0Kg

Weight

Electronic Controls
Saturno A and R
For rolling shutters
SATURNO R (cod. JK4921R)

Lamp operativity in flashing or
fixed mode (courtesy light).

230Vac electronic control unit
with 433.92MHz radio receiver
built in for rolling shutters.

Adaptability to every type of
lighting device, gifted or not
of auto-flash integrated circuit
(useful function if the control
unit is added to an existing
installation).

Immediate and intuitive via dipswitch programming.
Control by remote command and/
or step by step button command.

Practice automatic closing time
regulation by trimmer.

Possibility of storing up to 200
emitters with fixed and rolling
code.

LED diagnostics for a correct
installation testing.

Power supply and connection of
safety devices such as photocells
and safety edges.

Technical characteristics

JK4921R

JK4921A

Supply

230V/50Hz

230V/50Hz

Frequency

433.92MHz

---

Radio controls storage

200

---

Maximum motor power

600W

600W

Signal voltage

24V

---

Index protection

IP54

IP54

-10÷55°C

-10÷55°C

150x140x40mm

150x140x40mm

Operation temperature
Box dimensions

SATURNO A (cod. JK4921A)
230Vac electronic control unit for
rolling shutters automation, also
with low voltage “man present”
command.
Dual input for control buttons, in
order to proceed with the opening
and the closing of the shutter
both inside and outside the
installation site.
Removable and orientable
terminal board to facilitate the
phase of electrical connection.

Saturno G
For sliding gates
SATURNO G (cod. JK4921G)

Programming of the mode of
movement, manageable by remote
control and selector:

230Vac electronic control unit with
433.92MHz radio receiver built in
for sliding gates.

Open-Stop-Close-Stop...
Open-Stop-Close-Close...

Removable terminal board to
facilitate the phase of electrical
connection.

Open only
Programming of the logic of
operation of the photocells:

Assisted programming by guiding
display.

Normal (in case of interference during the
closing, the device immediately stops and
opens)

Possibility of storing up to 200
emitters with fixed and rolling
code.

Stop during the opening phase
Stop during the closing phase

Operation time programming.

Technical characteristics

JK4921G

Supply

230V/50Hz

Frequency

433.92MHz

Radio controls storage

200

Maximum motor power

600W

Signal voltage

24V

Index protection

IP54

Operation temperature
Box dimensions

-10÷55°C
150x140x40mm

Predisposition of the pedestrian
walkway.
Regulation of the intermittency
frequency or the duration of the
courtesy light.
Practice automatic closing time
regulation by trimmer.
Power supply and connection of
safety devices such as photocells
and safety edges.
Programming of initial thrust and
slowing down in closure functions.

Accessories

PICO3003 (cod. JK3003)

LAMP (cod. JK3020)

433.92MHz two channels receiver programmable in two
levels (monostable and bistable) and according to user
present and step by step operation modes.

230Vac flashing blinker in methacrylate to signal that the
automation is moving.

The transmission code is programmable directly through
the receiver by AUTO LEARN button and reporting led.
Compatibility with transmitters (up to 30) of fixed or
rolling code.

Possibility of integrating an auto-flash circuit
(cod. JK1245).
Support for wall mounting (optional cod. JK3022).
433.92Mhz tuned antenna with support for direct
attachment to the device (optional cod. JK0673).

The optimized dimensions (45x38x18mm) provide a
disappearing placement.

Index protection IP54.

EYES (cod. FT12)

EYES BAT (cod. FT12B)

Infrared modulated external photocells.

Infrared modulated external photocells, with battery
(included) powered receptor to reduce wirings.

Operating with opposed transmitter and receiver.
Obstacle detection time: 30ms.
Selectable distance from 10m to 50m.
Availability of two transmission channels to avoid
interferences between pairs of photocells.
Index protection IP54.

Operating with opposed transmitter and receiver.
Obstacle detection time: 30ms.
Selectable distance from 5m to 10m.
Index protection IP54.

SCARABEO
Three channels radio control with 12-bit (cod. SM50-P)
or rolling encoding (cod. SM50-H).
Available in two finishes: shiny black and glossy white.
The ergonomic design and the minimum size
(33x58x13mm) guarantee comfort and manageability.

KEY N

KEY M

External nylon key selector
in black colour.

External nylon key selector
in grey colour.

(cod. JK2106NY)

(cod. JK2106ME)

Equipped with two coded keys and accessories for
electrical connections.

BLIND (cod. JK0302)
Metal external security box with internal release for
electrobrake and open/close buttons.
Equipped with two keys and accessories for electrical
connections.

Terms of sale
1. Validity.

8. Return of the products and secondary taxes.

The sale of AFM Srl products will be settled by these general sale
conditions, except different agreement, written and approved by
AFM.

The Client assumes the obligation to return immediately to AFM
at his total care and expenses the products not paid according
to the established terms in the purchase order, giving up to the
preventive delay from AFM and allowing the personnel in charge
by AFM the access in his company or elsewhere for the collection
of the material. AFM takes the right to demand from the Client
the compensation for the damages caused by the non-fulfilment
and the recovering of the costs met for the production.

2. Purchase orders.
The purchase of the products will be made by sending to AFM
a purchase order, that should be dated and undersigned. AFM
could decline it, informing the Client without the obligation to
specify the reasons of the denial. In case of acceptance of the
purchase order, AFM will send a written confirmation to the Client
within three days after the reception of the order, specifying,
if requested, the carrying out date. This date could vary (for
example due to the production, the supplying of raw materials,
third-party or by reason of majeure force, etc.) and in this case
AFM will promptly inform the Client, who couldn’t nevertheless
claim a compensation for it.

9. Warranty.

Claims for missed or bad working of AFM products should be
sent in writing within eight days from the delivery. Over this term,
products will be considered accepted by the Client.

AFM guarantees the good working of its products for 5 years
from the purchase order resultant from the relevant invoice
documentation. Warranty includes exclusively the repairing or
the free replacement of the whole product or some parts in case
of defection. During the replacement or repairing, products or
parts of products identical or with same characteristics of the
faulty ones could be used. In order to carry out the warranty, the
Client will present to AFM the invoice documentation proving
the purchase of the product. AFM takes the right to decline the
intervention in warranty if the invoice documentation proving the
purchase will turn out to be falsified or incomplete. The product
(or parts of it) won’t be considered defected in order to apply the
warranty if it (or parts of it) doesn’t match with the qualitative and
technical standards made from the regulations come into force
after the purchase date: therefore, any possible adaptations,
changes and adjustments made in order to adapt the product
(or parts of it) to these standards are not included in the warranty.
Moreover, the warranty, doesn’t include:
1) the compensation for the costs of periodic controls,
maintenance, repairing or substitutions of the product (or parts
of it) depending on the normal wear deriving from a correct
use;
2) the compensation for the costs and damages caused during
the transport of the product and connected directly with services
included in the warranty;
3) the compensation of damages and remedy to bad working
deriving from negligence, an incorrect use or in not in keeping
with the instructions written in the installation manual and with
safety regulations, variations and/or changes made from non
authorized personnel, or reasons such as due to majeure force,
pure chance and others.

6. Risk transfer.

10. Advertising material.

The risk for loss/extinction/damage of the products weighs on
the Client since the products are collected by the carrier.

Descriptions, illustrations, technical products data and price
lists placed in the advertisement material could vary and they
will not be binding for AFM.

3. Product delivery.
Products will be delivered to the address written on the
purchase order by a carrier chosen by the Client according
to his instructions. The price of the transport will be of Client’s
care, who will be fully responsible and dismissing AFM from any
responsibilities.

4. Payment conditions and delay interests.
Recess and suspension of the order. Payments should be made
to AFM according to the established terms and conditions.
Payments after due date will be charged to the Client including
also the accrued delay interests, without the necessity to send
any written notice, and they will be calculated according to
the legal rate increased of five points, within the limits by law.
In case of delayed or non-payment of just one accrual, AFM
could suspend the production or the delivery of the material
purchased or it could recess from any contract in progress with
the defaulting Client. In any case AFM could demand from the
Client the prompt payment of the whole owing amount, with the
interests included.

5. Claims.

7. Ownership.
The transfer of products ownership from AFM to the Client is
conditioned by the payment of the whole price, according to
the terms established and accepted in the purchase order. In
case of payment by check, bill, etc., the transfer of products
ownership will be conditioned by the good end of all titles issued
by the Client.

11. Judiciary.
Each controversy due to the execution and interpretation of this
contract will be dealt exclusively by the Rome judiciary.

AFM S.r.l.
Via Siracusa, 5/A
00040 Pavona
Albano Laziale
Roma - Italy
Tel. +39 06.931.13.31
Fax +39 06.931.05.55
e.mail info@afmsrl.it

Numero Verde

800 170 936
Servizio Clienti Italia
Lunedì - Venerdì
08:00-13:00 / 14:00-17:00
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